Fact-based conceptual modelling approaches seek, as one goal, to express detail about a universe of discourse (UoD) as elementary declarative statements, generalised from collections of data. A further resource available to the systems analyst, as the fact-modeller, is to discover fact-based statements from descriptive natural language information systems specifications. However, such extant formalised approaches as exist, that can assist the fact-based analyst to process textual resources, are incomplete. This paper proposes a discourse strategies model, for use as an initial process for the fact-based analyst processing descriptive text. The model is synthesised from extant linguistic and fact-based modelling approaches represented in literature. The model proposed is exercised using an example descriptive text.
NATURAL LANGUAGE MODELS
There are many examples of models of natural language and language use which take account of linguistic objects syntactically, semantically and pragmatically. A major assumption underpinning the model of discourse processing proposed in this paper is that information from each level interacts in and with each other. Semantic knowledge does not explicitly follow or equate to a syntactic analysis of sentential surface structure. However, both semantic and syntactic structure would seem to be required for conceptual modelling. Calway and Sykes (1996) have shown that information can be lost when concentrating on text from a context free syntactic position. Also, van Dijk and Kintsch (1983) among others have empirically shown that we do not break discourse into elementary pieces and parse them independently. Chunks of discourse are processed relative to each other using a combination of structural and semantic strategies. Conceptual modelling not only seeks structure but also meaning or conceptual intent. It is important that textual cohesion be retained as a step in the model because, unlike day to day discourse in which we might engage for the purpose of communication and comprehension, descriptive discourse places significant emphasis on the entities within the discourse and the role relationships which are extant. That is, this model places greater emphasis on the objects of direct interest by placing them at the focal point of a sentence (thematic, psychological subject) rather than concentrating for example on the actor undergoer (informal, logical subject) or subject/verb/object (grammatical subject) (Eggins, 1994:141) . Derivational rule governed processes like those of transformational grammars will produce structural descriptions of a sentence by syntactic parsing rules (an example of this approach for fact modelling is Dunn (1992) ). However the process may be complex, and guaranteed success is only available if all the rules are correct and applied correctly. Some linguists argue (cf. Quirk et al. 198S ) that language is an organism and therefore subject to evolutionary change, having a direct impact on the veracity of a derivational rule based approach. This point is further highlighted by the fact that no universal grammar is available for parsing natural language, as yet. Quirk, et al. (1985) would not claim to have solved all issues of grammar, even though they have documented in excess of 1500 pages of detail (including a 110 page index). This highlights the extremes which must be considered if technology is employed in a prescriptive and deterministic way. The model proposed in the present work is rather like a hypothesis testing scenario, where no unique representation of text is assumed. This means that an initial working hypothesis may be understood but that this may be re-interpreted by further processing. Strategies theory (cf. Bever 1970) also takes account of the textual characteristics and the language user in terms of goals and world knowledge (a theme acknowledged by interaction of a systems analyst and domain expert in fact-based methods). The strategies detailed in this paper are an expression of the procedural knowledge about understanding discourse as information systems descriptions. However the work in no way forms the totality of possible processing strategies. It is plausible that strategies can be learnt and formalised, and therefore available to be automated as a production system shell. A Textbase (as an outcome of the application of DSM) is generated as a collected declarative representation formed from the input discourse. The Textbase will be defined in terms of elementary statements expressed as declarative clauses and cohesive relations between entities/entity-types. This approach is similar to those proposed by Fillmore (1968) , Wintraecken (1990) , and Vendler (1967) for example. Therefore the underpinning question which is investigated, in this paper, through the use of a literature survey and exercising of the proposed model using and annotated example is:
Can a discourse strategies model be synthesised from extant fact-based data modelling and linguistics literature which enables the development of elementary fact-based statements from descriptive textual information systems specifications?
The balance of this paper addresses this question as follows:
• Review of the fact-based processes (Section 3); • Discussion of the foundations upon which the discourse strategies model is built (Section 4, 5 & 6); • Detailing of the discourse strategies model (Section 7 and 8); and • Exercising the proposed model as an annotated example of the application of the model (Section 9 and 10). et al. (1995:177-186 ) outline the fundamentals of conceptual modelling as typically represented in fact-based approaches. Fact-based approaches argue that the meaning of language is determined by the way in which the elements of language correspond to entities and facts, as elements acting in some world. This accords with the goal of context free grammatical parsing through generative structures. Currently generative grammar, as algorithmic rule-governed processes, is used for parsing natural language declarative sentences, however, this procedure depends on automation and a holistic context free grammar. For the proposed discourse strategies model it is important to note that the linguistic processes proposed are manually applicable, non-deterministic, open ended and highly context sensitive. As van Dijk and Kintsch (1983:31) suggest this does not preclude the rigour and objectivity required for a scientific theory or formalism. They remain open to automated strategies parsing by suggesting that both the rule based (context free) and strategy based (context sensitive) models can be implemented as an augmented transition network, currently a preferred parsing approach for context free grammars (cf. Wood 1970; Wanner and Maratsos 1977; Dunn 1992; Kaplan 1972; . The issue of context free versus context sensitive parsing offers a significant theoretical dichotomy that remains unresolved in conceptual modelling schools of thought (Hirschheim et al. 1995:198ff) . It is not resolved or advanced further in this paper, which draws on existing theoretical assumptions of the fact-based school. When considering sentence parsing approaches, understanding sentences as part of a textual discourse is different from understanding sentences in isolation from one another. While studying sentences in isolation may tell us something, it may also mislead us. With textual discourse there may be an elementary clause that is part of a complex sentence which itself forms part of a sentence sequence. This observation requires contextual considerations to be observed in terms of UoD coherence, texture and reference normalcy.
FACT DISCOVERY USING FACT-BASED PROCESSES

Hirschheim
The proposed discourse strategies model does not seek a 100 per cent grammatical model of sentence analysis, but rather a normative approach which the fact-based analyst might plausibly apply to assist fact discovery when dealing with information systems specifications as descriptive text. Further, the model proposed does not deliver elementary facts or fact-type sentences sufficient for the immediate application of data base design approaches. The proposed model could best be described as providing an induced proposition set and consequent declarative sentence narrative. These statements could be used as input to conceptual modelling methods, where such generalised facts would be expressed or verified using specific UoD examples, sufficient that a data base designer would be sure of the accuracy of a deduced design framework. Wintraecken (1990:41-104) , when describing the NIAM information analysis method, offers the theoretical foundation for using natural language on which this dissertation also draws. This is substantially the same as that of Clark and Clark (1977) and van Dijk and Kintsch (1983) , where propositions are offered as the representation of semantic detail expressed as a limited sentence type and syntax. Once propositions as declarative statements are catalogued as a Textbase then the application of a conceptual modelling formalism can follow. For example, one could apply conceptual schema design process (CSDP) steps 1 and 2 from the NIAM conceptual schema design procedures of Nijssen and Halpin (1989) to the Textbase generated from the application of the discourse strategies approach. A fact-based information model is stated as expressing entities and their relationships, which occur within a specified UoD. This being the case, there are three indicators to start the process strategies framework for fact discovery and declarative statements development:
• entities, entity-types;
• relationships between entities, fact-types; and • a specified UoD for the context of the previous elements.
There are a number of general processes which are defined for a fact-based analysis of discourse. Burg and van de Riet (1996) have stated that the starting process is to:
STRATEGIES THEORY
In addressing alternative theoretical foundations Psycholinguistic approaches as proposition comprehension strategies form a further theoretical focus for the present research, for comprehension of discourse. They were introduced by Bever (1970) , extensively developed and experimentally tested by Clark and Clark (1977) and form the basis of strategies for discourse comprehension of van Dijk and Kintsch (1983) . Reasons for advancing a strategies based model were that rule based (a term used by van Dijk which is different in intent from earlier references to the term rule-based used by Hirschheim et al.) systems which linguists use to parse sentences were implausible as psychological process models. Semantic proposition comprehension strategies best emulate the heuristics of the intuitive fact-based analysis approach (the subject of a further paper by Calway, yet to be published).
The present research suggests that fact-based analysts using intuitive heuristics to discover facts in textual discourse actually use psychological processes. Secondly, the calculation resource demanded for a rulegoverned grammatical parsing simply exceeds human processing limitations, as demonstrated by Noble (1988) . Moreover, as stated earlier, a definitive grammar of English does not exist and therefore context free grammar parsers remain incomplete. Dunn (1992) , and , et al., have shown the complexity of attempting to implement context free grammars through automated augmented transition networks. Van Dijk and Kintsch (1983:28) suggest that "Strategies were simpler". As they say, strategies do not guarantee the right results, but it is plausible that people can, and in fact do, parse sentences on the basis of strategies. What then is the nub of the psycholinguistic approach as a strategy? It is using the proposition as the basis for parsing, as demonstrated by Bever (1970), Clark and Clark (1977) and confirmed in van Dijk and Kintsch (1983) where they concluded that evidence for the psychological reality of prepositional units is overwhelming. Howard (1983:304) commented that there is a failure in the derivational theory, due to complexity, which indicates that such approaches have not worked. Howard continues, "... psycholinguists have tried a different approach. They argue that perhaps language comprehension is more accurately viewed as involving a set of heuristics, i.e. a set of rules of thumb that provide guidelines for uncovering the propositions encoded in the string of words." Therefore processing strategy theory assumes that people use heuristics rather than algorithms during language comprehension. The derivational theory of complexity posits syntactic processes (e.g. transformational rules) that are largely independent of semantic strategies. Whereas the processing strategy approach assumes that both syntactic cues (such as word order) and semantic information (such as word meaning) are used throughout the processing of a text (Howard 1983:306,307 )
TEXT AND TEXTURE
Using proposition comprehension strategies only provides a partial approach to text processing for conceptual modelling. Within descriptive text there could be several referent and cohesive elements/items that are not explicit in terms of lexical labels. To emphasise these items from a textual rather than a sentential perspective, the proposed model also draws on strategies from functional linguistics disciplines (Halliday 1994; Eggins 1994; Martin 1992) Referencing elements contained in sentences act as textual elements to provide cohesion. (Halliday and Hasan 1976:1) state that text is "any passage (of language), spoken or written, of whatever length, that does form a unified whole". For any research to move from a single clause to a clause complex as a sentential structure, and further to sentence sequences, requires recognising or differentiating between text and non-text. To analyse discourse requires examination of the nature of texture. Texture results from contextual coherence (coherence of register and genre) and cohesion (internal semantic ties through which parts of the text depend for their interpretation or comprehension on other parts (Eggins 1994:95) ). Eggins suggests (1994:95-109 ) that text can exist as a single clause or multiples of clauses and depends on texture created by:
• Referencing -Endophoric (retrieved from within the text) and Exophoric (retrieved from shared immediate context); • Lexical relations -how lexical items (nouns, verbs, adjectives) and event sequences are used to relate the text consistently to its focus; and • Conjunctive relations -how the author creates and expresses logical relationships between the parts of text (elaboration, extension, enhancement).
Elementary facts, and formal facts (as rules or fact-type sentences) are to be expressed as simple declarative clauses and constraints which act to modify the relationships expressed in and between entities. The strategies envisaged for expressing these items as a fact oriented resource include sentence unpacking and simplification by splitting clause complexes and recording statements expressing the main, property, and constraint propositions.
STRATEGIES SELECTION -PROPOSITION DEVELOPMENT
The strategies framework provides for specific selection and application of processes which underpin the development of the discourse strategies model for use by a fact-based analyst desiring a more methodical approach to declarative statement discovery from a textual resource. Central to this position is that the intuitive and documented processes for fact discovery displayed, by fact-based analysts when using a textual information systems description, were in fact reflected in psycholinguistic discourse comprehension processes for discourse analysis.
The starting point for developing strategies is the definition of the relationships between clausal or sentential structures and consequently prepositional structures. As noted, a schema is given by van Dijk and Kintsch (1983:120) and Wintraecken (1990:42-43) where one simple clause corresponds to one proposition, that proposition representing one fact which is the referent of the clause in some possible world. This is the elementary level; above this level exists the clause complex that will reflect a composite schema (of clauses, propositions and facts), i.e. one schema may be coordinated or subordinated with respect to another schema. Van Dijk and Kintsch (1983) gives the example:
The professor hired an assistant who had written a dissertation on discourse comprehension.
This sentence is said to denote one fact, i.e. the action of hiring somebody who has certain properties. This fact is complex due to the property of one of the arguments being described in terms of another (previous) fact. The sentence structure suggests the embedded fact has no independent function other than to specify a (main) fact.
To illustrate this, a further example might be:
A car is of a particular model and is given a serial number by its manufacturer that is unique among the cars made by that manufacturer.
Here the main clause and therefore main proposition and main fact is that the manufacturer gives a serial number to a car. There also exists one coordinated clause and therefore fact (1 below) and one subordinated clause and therefore fact (2 below), as follows:
1. a car is of a particular model made by a manufacturer, 2. a serial number is unique among the cars made by the manufacturer.
These three facts (i.e. one main and two relative facts) are sufficient for a fact modeller to begin the conceptual modelling process as outlined by authors such as Wintraecken, Halpin, and Edmond, et al. This small exercise points to the strategies required above the clause or proposition level, i.e.:
• how to discover the proposition hierarchy in the clause complex; and • the importance of knowing how semantic information is placed in, or distributed across, several clause complexes.
Before stating the processing strategies for discovery of the main and relative clauses there is a question of clause independence, where the sentence as a clause complex is re-phrased into individual clauses. This rephrasing process creates a situation where each clause identified contains a main proposition and therefore denotes an independent fact. The proposition schemata for such a structure could then be linked textually by degrees of closeness (van Dijk and Kintsch 1983:122-123) . A sentence or clause complex is the highest level of grammatical and therefore syntactic structure. However in text, propositions as semantic structure extend beyond those bounds. The semantic relation can be achieved through text forming resources such as conjunctive relations, i.e. relations between messages or between larger complexes. There are two conjunctives, external (ideational) which are seen in a series of events or as a narrative, and internal (interpersonal), setting semantic relations between steps in an argument. There are three levels of cohesion that will require analysis: A distinction must be drawn between what is the actual outcome from a textual simplification or reconstruction of a textual resource and that of a data driven intuitive approach. If, as is the case with the present research, the input to the process is descriptive text, then consideration must be maintained as to the information content through cohesion in the text, as distinct from the data structures which neglect the cohesion that may exist between clause and sentence complexes. This is exemplified when sentences are split on a coordinating conjunction boundary, as suggested by Falkenberg (1986:6.1) . Hirschheim et al. (1995:26,27 ) make little distinction between information, conceptual and data modelling, preferring their definition of the later to be inclusive of the former. They do state in passing that it is the information or conceptual level that deals only with linguistic modelling. It is this which forms the basis of the output from the discourse strategies model approach. Therefore it is the information model as a Textbase that forms the input to the modelling formalism of fact-based approaches.
A DISCOURSE STRATEGIES MODEL
There have been several strategy groupings identified, in this paper, for the fact discovery process of a factbased analyst:
1.
Clause and therefore declarative statement discovery strategies sufficient to identify inter and intra textual cohesion elements within the text; 2.
Sentence clarification and simplification strategies which remove all implicit referencing and ellipsis by substitution; and 3.
Declarative statement development strategies for identification and collection of expressed elementary statements.
The expression of an elementary fact is described in terms of a simple declarative sentence as a single clause. The availability of descriptive discourse for expressing information systems structure is common, however as indicated earlier, documented heuristics used by the fact-based analyst for comprehension and modelling of fact statements are lacking. Therefore, this section begins with strategies, which it is believed will help disclose the clausal and prepositional content of a descriptive textual discourse. It is plausible that discourse simplification should be considered as the starting point for expressing propositions within and across the sentential content of text. Each of the strategies discussed below, individually or when combined, allow the fact-based analyst a plausible model for analysing textual material for the development of a collection of statements which express the UoD information system specification. The previous sections have indicated that the starting point for fact discovery from a descriptive text is to make explicit how the text is implicitly structured as constituent parts. An important component of this approach is to understand that although comprehension, and to a degree interpretation, are important, these are only a means to an end, which is a detailed set of declarative statements made available for the conceptual modeller. As with any text it is shown that considerable content is sacrificed through methods such as ellipsis and substitution, endophoric and exophoric referencing, etc. For a more complete treatment of propositions, and therefore facts, as much content as possible is retrieved prior to the declarative statement Textbase development.
The desired sentence structure for the proposed Textbase is as:
• indicative affirmative clauses (i.e. declarative); and • indicative conditional clauses.
Each clause will be asserted as true (cf. Nijssen and Halpin 1989:16) .
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Also, all property facts (i.e. facts which have only an attribute relationship expressed (e.g. a car is of a particular model)) should be tested for an associated activity fact to which the property ascribes. The identified detail may not be relevant to the conceptual modeller but does give opportunity to discover how a state of affairs came about. Further, proper names or data examples used in sentential material are to be associated with their entitytype and entity-label detail, as prepositional statements, as this forms an integral part of developing fact sentences of the kind expressed in a fact-based formalism (e.g. NIAM):
e.g. John is the First-name of a Person Person with First name John.
or
Within descriptive text it is unlikely for the analyst to observe sufficient (or any) examples sufficient for a full understanding of all data constraints, unless they are explicitly mentioned within the text, as is often the case:
e.g. The maximum number of employees per department is 10.
Textual resources, when considered conceptually, can be handled in one of two ways to deliver the prepositional structure as a semantic representation of the text. One is to take the text and represent the semantic detail as a narrative of elementary clauses and therefore elementary propositions which express a one-to-one fact sentence relationship. The other is to deal with the text as a set of sentences (clause complexes) which will contain one main proposition per sentence and therefore one main fact as a proposition hierarchy. The first requires that each clause be identified and made independent of others within the text, whereas the second, would suggest one main clause which is supported by statements which relate to, or qualify, the main clause. It is the first option which is most like the outcome proposition statement set of the fact-based approach.
The proposition comprehension strategies discussed in Calway (1998:116-146) were shown to take content words and create a series of elementary propositions without regard to any implicit context or hierarchy within the text. Also, if an analyst were to look for one main clause, and therefore one main fact, that clause would be the one which expresses the main finite predicate structure. All other clauses would be considered relative, in that they are qualifying the main clause. This is exemplified in the functional approach to mood analysis as an understanding of sentences Eggins (1994) . As a proof-of-concept it is necessary to express the discourse processing findings of the present research as a synthesised theoretical strategies model which can be aligned to existing fact-based analysts heuristics (to be reported in Calway, yet to be published). The discourse strategies model will be exercised subsequently in this paper, using the textual examples given by Wintraecken (1990:41) . As a future work, the model could be automated and tested in a longitudinal study as to the process and product of the theorised approach to analysing descriptive text.
Descriptive Text
Jimplif Simplify
Split coordination
Re-phrase sub-ordination Record Clause's as a Narrative Textbase Figure 1 DSM Text Processing Sequence The discourse strategies model described in the following sections has a series of steps, with each step having a set of discourse strategies to apply for various textual problems as they may be encountered by the fact-based analyst. The text processing sequence as shown in Figure 1 includes:
Splitting -where compound sentences (i.e. co-ordinated clauses) are split at points where conjunctions are operative and clause boundaries are identified;
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• Unpacking -replacement of linguistic items of referent, substitution and ellipsis for each simplified sentence (clause complex); • Re-phrasing -taking each clause and phrase complex and identifying clause/phrase boundaries.
The contents are re-phrased into independent clauses as a narrative where the above steps can be re-applied; and • Extraction -extracting the content words, identifying the main predicate and developing an elementary proposition as a declarative simple sentence.
A flow diagram ( Figure 2 ) provides a step by step indication of the strategies that might be applied, in what order, and what decisions might be taken during the analysis process. The process steps need not be applied in a linear form; it is more important to choose the appropriate processing strategies than to attempt a prescriptive hierarchy of actions. The DSM strategies are summarised in the following sections (a detailed analysis of the DSM strategies development can be found in Calway (1998) .
Input descriptive text, as a cohesively linked set of sentences for a UoD information systems specification 
ELEMENTARY STATEMENT DEVELOPMENT
There are at least two approaches, which can be considered when developing elementary statements from unconstrained textual discourse. Of the two approaches it is the first which is taken as constituting the discourse strategies model. The second approach is more likely to replicate the current fact-based text processing heuristics of the fact-based analyst. This second approach could form the basis of a further research project that could reveal in more detail specific text processing heuristics or conditional approaches.
Approach One
• Sentential Splitting and Unpacking
The text is analysed for opportunities to split compound sentences into less complex structures. This is achieved by observing conjunctive items which join clauses together (e.g. and, but, or, that) . Divide the sentence into two and discard the conjunction, making each new part into an independent clause or clause complex.
Unpacking of text means replacing significant contextual items in each new or existing clause complex so that each new structure can make an independent sense. This is achieved by replacing non lexical items, substituted items and ellipsis items within the structure. Each unpacked clause or clause complex may offer new opportunity for further splitting before moving to declarative statement development, although, it is not mandatory to split clause complexes into smaller parts.
• Extracting Propositions, Facts, Rules, Constraints
Once the text is developed so that clause complexes are simplified, then elementary declarative statement can be extracted. It will be noticed that each clause or clause complex will have one main proposition and possibly one or more relative propositions as attributes or constraints on the entity/entities in the main fact. As one approach the content words (i.e. nouns and predicate) are selected and written as a declarative simple clause based sentence. Although declarative statements will be extracted for every clause in the text initially, this does not mean that they must be used in any conceptual schema modelling process.
Approach Two
A second approach is to identify each main clause at the surface level of a sentence and dissect each clause identified. This approach accepts the main clause in-situ, with the development of propositions emulating the semantic strategies approach expressed earlier. Such an approach relies on the ability of the fact-based analyst to identify the main proposition through the content words. This approach is more likely to replicate the current text processing heuristics of the fact-based analyst (research reported in the PhD dissertation (Calway, 1998) ).
Approach One -Sentence Splitting and Unpacking Strategies
Before any attempt is made to process textual material it is necessary to determine a starting point. Within the literature reviewed there is no explicit statement as to whether a top down approach should be taken, when processing text. The use of a top down approach is implicit in the work of Eggins 1994; Wintraecken 1990; and van Dijk and Kintsch 1983) ; and therefore, for the present research, a top down, sentence by sentence sequential approach has been taken as a basis for the initial research. The goal of the following strategies is to identify how the various parts of a sentence are functioning. The text, and therefore a sentence, can be split into components and have all implicit detail made explicit. Two main conjunctive relationships exist which can be identified and allow sentence simplification: namely co-ordination and subordination. Coordination is expressed as follows:
DSM-Strategy 1 Whenever co-ordinated clauses are detected joined by a coordinating conjunction, then begin a new clause and remove the conjunction.
Co-ordination is where co-equal clauses are joined by a co-ordinating conjunction (and, or, but, nor) in order to create a single sentence. This strategy reflects the observation that conjunctions are used to connect ideas or to remove repetition between sentences in a textual discourse. Sub-ordination is expressed as follows: It is possible to simplify a sentence structure by taking account of relative, subordinating and complement elements of a sentence. Often these elements can be made independent through re-expressing the clauses or clause constituents as co-ordinated clauses which can then be split further, as follows:
DSM-Strategy 2a
Use the first word (or major constituent) of a clause to identify the function of that clause in the current sentence.
DSM-Strategy 2b
Assume the first clause to be a main clause unless it is marked at, or prior to, the main verb as something other than a main clause.
This strategy also distinguishes main from qualifying clauses by noting the clause markers.
Additional optional syntactic strategies include:
Strategy 2c
Whenever a Junction word is used, begin a new constituent larger than one word.
Function words (e.g. pronouns, determiners, qualifiers, propositions) are easy to detect and very reliable cues to constituent structure. Second, function words signal the type of constituent.
Strategy 2d After identifying the beginning of a constituent, look for content words appropriate to that type of constituent.
As with Strategy 2c, there is a correlation between the variety of function words with those of content words (e.g. nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs). Most content words cannot be identified unambiguously and are therefore dependent on the use of function words for disambiguation. Although strategies 2c and 2d can clarify the constituents of a clause there is a requirement for additional strategies to identify the clause and how it functions. (Halliday 1994; Eggins 1994; and Martin 1992) , when developing functional linguistic concepts, suggest that the mood constituent of a clause identifies what the function of a clause complement will be, as follows:
DSM-Strategy 3
Replace all implicit lexical details for the text. (ie. Identify all ellipsis, substitutions and referent co-ordination and subordination (endophoric/exophoric referencing).
The application of this strategy allows the analyst to unpack the implicit entity and role relationship substitutions encapsulated textually within the discourse.
Sub-strategies include:
DSM-Strategy 3a
When a pronoun is identified look for the referent to which it is associated and replace the pronoun with the referent.
DSM-Strategy 3b
Endophoric and exophoric referencing -analyse the text for the referent and replace the reference with the referent lexical items.
DSM-Strategy 3c Ellipsis analysis and Substitutions -analyse each sentence for ellipsis clauses or phrases expanding the sentence with the ellipses clause or phrase.
Approach One -Strategies for Extracting Propositions, Facts, Rules, Constraints
The goal of the following strategies is to determine how each sentence was meant to be utilised. This is achieved by following two working principles (van Dijk and Kintsch 1983; Clark and Clark 1977:72-85 ):
• reality -concerned with the substance; and • co-operative -concerned with the way ideas are expressed.
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As stated earlier, for fact-based approaches, there is the assumption that the writer of the information systems description means what is stated and that sufficient UoD knowledge is available to interpret sentences. The following strategy is suggested:
DSM-Strategy 4 Using content words alone, build declarative statements that make sense using the subject/finite/predicated/complement/adjunct structure.
Within the sentence which has been subjected to Strategies 1 to 3, there are contentive (content words) items which constitute the substance of the sentence and therefore the substance of the propositions. It cannot be stated that a declarative statement at this point constitutes an elementary fact until further conceptual schema design processes have been undertaken. One should apply the functional analysis processes to determine the mood constituents and therefore assist in determining the Subject, Finite, Predicate, Complement and Adjunct structure. This allows consequent parsing of these elements into elementary (declarative) statements. Sub-strategies include:
DSM-Strategy 4a
Identify the Subject (psychological) and Finite Mood items for a sentence or clause.
DSM-Strategy 4b Identify the Predicate, Complementary and Adjunct Mood items for a sentence or clause.
These processes (strategies 1-4) in large part satisfy the stages of fact-based analysis suggested by Burg and van de Riet (1996) , and , detailed earlier in this paper.
To identify and express, implicitly, clauses for textual relationships the following strategy is suggested:
DSM-Strategy 5 Develop elementary statements to represent the indicative relationship which exists cohesively between clauses/entities(types) within the text.
Sub-strategies include:
DSM-Strategy 5a Whenever a proper name or literal (i.e. a name or literal given to represent one real or imagined person, place, or thing) is identified also discover the referent label and entity type for that item(entity).
There are two processes required as part of this sub-strategy:
• identify the lexical noun, as entity type and label type, for the proper name or variable of the lexical noun. (e.g. person with last-name, Johnson) • record a statement which expresses this proposition.
DSM-Strategy 5b
Whenever a thematic connection is implicit within a discourse create a linking proposition and tag the proposition as implicit.
The most common text construction indicates some relationship at the type level for entities and then leaves the connection between specific examples within the text as implicit thematic references.
DSM-Strategy 5c Review the Adjunct items for constraint and qualification phrases and create a proposition statement to express the detail.
Resultant Textbase
The outcome from the analysis is a collection of elementary statements as declarative representations. These statements represent both elementary and formal fact options, with referent constraints or qualifying propositions:
• Elementary facts -in the Textbase contain a declarative statement with one or more of the identified entities being a literal or proper noun as an instance; • Formal facts -in the Textbase represents declarative statements identifying non instance entities as label or type entities; AJIS Vol. 7 No. 1 Sept 1999
• Fact constraints -as qualifier or conditional statements operating on an entity and expressed as an indicative conditional statement; and • Implicit facts -being those statements derived when checking for entity label and type detail expressed for an identified entity as a literal or proper noun.
All detail is expressed as declarative clause based simple statements that can be asserted as true for a given UoD. However, in no way should they be taken as other than indicative of the possible statements for a conceptual model until such time as a full set of specific examples and formalisms have been applied as a part of any fact-based conceptual modelling approach. Equally, as stated earlier, the elementary statements expressed within the Textbase should not be equated to elementary facts as expressed by any fact-based formalism (e.g. NIAM).
Approach Two Strategies
Although the use of a psychological model, where propositions are discovered and recorded as a hierarchy, is a plausible model there have been no strategies synthesised or tested in this dissertation. However, strategies could well be incorporated into further research which tests the veracity of one model synthesis over another (i.e. narrative vis-Avis hierarchy).
ANNOTATED EXAMPLE
The following is a step by step rendering of declarative detail using the discourse strategies model as described above. As such, this example should facilitate understanding of the DSM synthesised in earlier sections.
The example text is taken from Wintraecken (1990:4 1) A department may not consist of more than 10 employees.
• Strategy 2 allows for splitting of clause complexes, however there are no obvious candidate sentences in the analysis.
• Apply Strategy 3 as the approach to filling the void left by splitting the sentence and number the sentences as a reference back to the originating text. Also it is practical to sequence the new text structure for further reference and connection with the Textbase.
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Vol. Johnson works for the Purchasing Department. S4b
Peterson works for the Purchasing Department. S4c
King works for the Personnel Department. S5
A department may not consist of more than 10 employees.
• Apply Strategy 4 to the body of text in order to discover content words (Subject. Finite. Predicate, complement, Adjunct).
S1 a
In this company, there are employees. Sib
In this company, there are departments. S2a
Employees have last-names. S2b
Departments have department-names.
S3
Employees work for one department. S4a
Johnson works for Purchasing Department.
S4b
Peterson works for Purchasing Department.
S4c
King works for Personnel Department. S5 department consists of<= 10 employees.
The first and main proposition can be determined and expressed as an indicative (declarative) clause structure. • Using Strategy 5c produces a representative set of elementary statements for sub-ordinate clause/s. These propositions, when expressed as indicative clauses, represent property and constraint facts and are represented in the Textbase (refer to the propositions 5 and 9 above for an indication of what could exist).
In some statements data is present as proper names, etc. Where these are identified they also should be represented by a fact statement which expresses the example, its entity-label, and entity-type where available by induction of plausible propositions.
plO Peterson is the last-name of Employee pi 1
Johnson is the last-name of Employee pi2
King is the last-name of Employee p 13
Purchasing Department is the department-name of Department p!4
Personnel Department is the department-name of Department
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Having completed the discovery process from the textual resource it is important to pass the outcome Textbase on to the conceptual modelling processes to further be developed using example data which operate within the UoD and which form the fundamental input into fact-based conceptual schema formalism. Table 1 is a comparative analysis of the results for the proposition set offered by Wintraecken (1990:43) Table 1 Demonstration Study Statement Comparison
ANNOTATED EXAMPLE COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
It can be seen from this example that a simple textual example can be easily developed into an independent set of declarative statements each expressing a single fact. However, it can also be seen that Wintraecken has not identified fully the content or constraints operating. This is observed by the lack of reference to This company' in Wl and W2; and the inclusion of atomic propositions W5 and W6. As a fact-based conceptual modelling approach, Wintraecken may be eliminating non relevant data items (e.g. where only one value is valid for a data item). However, as has been argued earlier, design issues should not be considered until after a full analysis of the text has taken place. It can only be assumed that W3 is meant to represent the relationship of employee and department (p5a) and the inverse (p9a), and that W17 expresses a constraint only.
SUMMARY
In this paper, the fact-based processes have been reviewed, and the foundations upon which one might build a discourse strategies model have been summarised. Building upon this base, a discourse strategies model has been synthesised and illustrated with an annotated example. As a consequence, the question posed at the commencement of this paper (i.e. can a discourse strategies model be synthesised from extant knowledge which enables this development of elementary statements from descriptive textual information systems specification?) is answered in the affirmative. This paper has been limited to reporting the discourse strategy model synthesis. Further aspects of the wider research project, of which this is part, form the content of a PhD dissertation (Calway 1998) , and further investigation of the model, and its application, is the subject of continuing research.
